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F L Y  T O  S U C C E S S

For over three decades, we have been creating 
innovative, high-tech products. 
 
Vola is a software company, developing timing and 
video software. 
It’s also a whole hardware dimension, with the resale 
of video panels and hardware such as: stopwatches, 
cells, gates, wireless links, start clocks, video finish 
cameras, video panels, etc.  Here is a non-exhaustive 
list of Vola’s software and hardware capabilities: 
 
- time and manage competition results, 
- create video inserts, 
- broadcast live, 
- generate data and images,  
- drive an LED panel, 
- etc.

38 YEARS
OF RACING

#volaracing

PAGES

Our aim is to provide  
simple, high-quality solutions, 

to manage your shopping from A to Z
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Equestre-Pro
S U I T E

Take your race around the world with Suite Equestre-
Pro. A complete range of software to create an event that 
reflects your image. Get started!

Equestre-Pro

Suite master timing software

Publish-Equestre-Pro

Centralize data on the Internet for 
the world to discover

Display-Equestre-Pro

Display results live on all screens

Video-Equestre-Pro

Create live streams, clips & 
animations for up to 7 cameras

Discover the full range of Suite Equestre-Pro softwares

Go to vola.fr,  
in the Knowledge Base section 

 to find out more. 

Fill in the online form on  
« www.vola.fr/support/report.php «  

for all requests for assistance.

Software supportUser manuals

LISTING TECHNIQUE

- Formats de courses: saut d’obstacles, cross, 
dressage, concours complet.
- Import/Export des concurrents et résultats 
depuis les fédérations FEI, FFE, FFE-SIF.
- Traitement par filtre pour des classements 
personnalisables.
- Support des chronomètres et decodeurs : 
CP545, MyLaps X2, Race Results, TIMY, etc.
- Chronométrage simple, puissant et souple 
avec gestion des épreuves à barrages et en 
deux étapes.
- Jusqu’à 2 intermédiaires.
- Calcul des pénalités.
- Support des scoreboards : Vola CA8-15, 
Alge DLine, Omega, Microgate, etc.
- Publication des résultats en direct sur TV et 
internet totalement personnalisable.
- Affichage sur panneaux d’affichage 
entièrement personnalisable.
- Gestion du championnat avec calcul 
instantanné.
- Préparation des listes de départ avec 
estimation du temps de transfert entre épreuve.
- Personnalisation des éditions : polices, tailles, 
couleurs, logos, colonnes, etc.
- Impression des master lists, des grilles de 
départ, des classements, des challenges et des 
championnats.
- Gestion du secrétariat en réseau avec le 
chronométrage.
- Chronométrez plusieurs pistes en paralléle 
avec le mode multi-carrières.
- Avec le mode Engagement, les cavaliers 
peuvent s’engager sur borne tactile.
- Gérez la facturation et la distriubtion des 
gains entre cavaliers et propriétaires.

TECHNICAL LISTING 
 
- Race formats: show jumping, eventing, 
dressage, eventing. 
- Import/Export of competitions and results 
from FEI, FFE, FFE-SIF federations. 
- Filter processing for customizable rankings. 
- Support for stopwatches and decoders: 
CP545, MyLaps X2, Race Results, TIMY, etc. 
- Simple, powerful and flexible timing with 
event management for all scales and repeats. 
- Up to 2 intermediates. 
- Penalty calculation. 
- Scoreboard support: Vola CA8-15, Alge 
DLine, Omega, Microgate, etc. 
- Fully customizable live results publication on 
TV and Internet. 
- Fully customizable scoreboard display. 
- Championship management with instant 
calculations. 
- Start list preparation with estimated transfer 
time between events. 
- Customizable editions: fonts, sizes, colors, 
logos, columns, etc. 
- Print master lists, start lists, rankings, 
challenges and championships. 
- Network secretarial management with 
timing. 
- Time several tracks in parallel with the multi-
course mode. 
- With the Entry mode, riders can enter via 
touch-screen terminals. 
- Manage invoicing and winnings distribution.

4
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Z O O M  O N

Equestre- Pro
Equestre-Pro

Suite master timing software

NEXT
COMPETITOR
AT THE START

Centralise the results of 
several careers, 
simultaneously, on the 
same platform.

Commitment terminal

Commitment terminal
1 PC with Equestre-Pro

SECRETARIAT & BILLING
1 PC with Equestre-Pro

CONFIGURATION EXAMPLE

The link between the 
installations will be made by 
wifi bridges.

4 careers to be filmed =
4 cameramen

1 person is needed 
in a timekeeping booth to 
manage the timing and video.

2 giant panels
2 entry terminals
1 TV display

JURY STAND
Timer / Headset
1 PC with Display-Equestre-Pro for the speaker
1 PC to manage the timing and the live
1 video generator with Video-Equestre-Pro
1 operator to film the rider during the race

Publish-Equestre-Pro: 
Web platform for 
viewing and 
recording live texts 
and video clips.

Texts in brown: 
These products are intended to 
manage the timing of the race.
Texts in blue: 
These products are intended to manage 
the video system of the race.

Competiti
on ca

ree
r no. 3

Competiti
on ca

ree
r no. 1

Warm-up ca
ree

r

Competiti
on ca

ree
r no. 2

Competiti
on ca

ree
r no. 4

WebTV: 
Internet television 
channel, website of 
editorial content that 
the user can access by 
streaming.

SENDING THE DATA

TV with information 

VIDEO WALL

BIG VIDEO WALL

Clips-Pro : 
Recording, 
picture-in-picture, 
video trimming and 
sending the final 
edited video to live 
Publish

Equestre-Pro is a professional timing 
and calculation software developed 
for equestrian competitions such as 
show jumping, dressage, eventing and 
hunter. It provides secretarial services, 
timing, results processing and editing. 
The Equestre-Pro suite can be adapted 
to your national and international 
competitions.

Disciplines
Show jumping, Dressage, Eventing, 
Hunter .

Chrono compatibility
Alge, BeChronized, Chronelec, FDS 
Timing, Microgate, Mylaps, myWER, 
Omega, Race Results, Summit, Tag 
Heuer, TMR, Vola.

SCOREBOARD compatibility
Adaptive, Alge, Microgate, Omega, 
Radiocoms, Tag Heuer, Timetronics, 
Vola. + made-to-measure

Specifications
> PC with Windows 8/10/11. 
> Screen resolution: 1920x1080 mini. 
> USB port for protection key.

FEATURES 
 
> Simple, powerful and flexible 
timing and calculations with event 
management for all scales and repeats. 
> Advanced communication with 
stopwatches (channel management, 
downloading). 
> Start / Finish / Second stage support 
/ 2 intermediates / Time stop (jury 
pear). 
> Up to 6 careers simultaneously. 
> 2 simultaneous scoreboards. 
> Results displayed live on TV and 
Internet. 
> Fully customizable scoreboard 
display. 
> Championship management with 
instant calculations. 
> Start list preparation with estimated 
transfer time between events. 
> Print master lists, start lists, rankings, 
challenges and championships. 
> Import and export of competitions 
and results from country federations 
and the FEI.

SINGLE-POST MODE

> Ideal for national competitions. 
> Entry management. 
> Timing management. 
> Print or export editions in PDF 
format.

MULTI-STATION MODE

> With the FEI: manage the secretariat 
in network with timing. 
> Time several tracks in parallel with 
the multi-course mode. 
> With the FEI: riders can sign up via 
touch-screen terminals. 
> With the FEI: manage invoicing and 
distribution of winnings.

Clips-Pro
Independent software

Output options
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Z O O M  O N

Equestre- Pro 
Secretariat

Equestre- Pro 
Invoicing

Z O O M  O N

Equestre- Pro 
Commitment

Z O O M  S U R

NATIONAL EVENTS

> Entry management 
> Horse and rider changes 
> Web service system 
With internet: direct connection to the FFE web service.

Suite Equestre-Pro’s multi-station «Secretariat» function allows a number of adaptations for national and FEI events.

FEI EVENTS

> Master List management 
Import of entries from FEI Entries, with accessible updates 
> Assigning of entry numbers 
> Editing of all Master Lists 
> Editing of passport labels 
> Edition of start lists with publication on Publish-Equestre-
Pro 
> Sending the list to the timekeeper’s post and to the 
timekeepers 
> Edition of results 
> Export to FEI format

Equestre-Pro Suite’s multi-position «Invoicing» function enables you to manage account statements and 
distribute earnings.

NATIONAL AND FEI EVENTS

> A mode of operation that appeals to riders from the country in which the competition/race is held, 
as well as to riders of other nationalities. 
> Includes entry fees and consumables 
> Deduction from riders’ winnings

Suite Equestre-Pro’s multi-station «Engagement» feature enables riders to sign up via touch-screen terminals, freeing up your 
secretarial time and freeing up the operator’s time.

FEI EVENTS

> Takes into account the parameters of each event 
Limited number of entries per rider, per 
horse, per day, per age and per white list 
>  Regroups all your competition labels on a single screen 
At a glance, the rider can enter all his horses in the 
various authorized events.
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Z O O M  O N

Display
Display-Equestre-Pro

Display results live on all screens

With Display-Equestre-Pro, you can 
broadcast start lists, rankings and the 
next competitors to start live over a video 
network. Customize the entire interface 
to suit your image by managing 
columns, colors and sizes.

OFFSET DISPLAY

You can run Display-Equestre-Pro on the same PC as Equestre-
Pro, or operate it on a remote computer using an RJ45 link or 

a Wifi bridge.

FEATURES

> View live rankings updates. 
> Choose the layout of your rankings.  
> Resolution, colors, font sizes. 
> Rotating or fixed page mode depending on the number of classifieds. 
> Indispensable tool for your announcer. 
> Ideal for paddocks, grandstands, lounges and restaurants.

NEXT
COMPETITOR
AT THE START

Warm-up career 

PANNEAU VIDÉO

Competitio
n career 

BIG VIDEO WALL

Display Jury

PC Timing

HDMI

TRIBUNE
JURY BOX

PUBLIC AREA

CAVALIERS AREAS

Display #1
Public

HDMI

Display #3
Public

HDMI

Display #2
Public

HDMI

Place a multitude of screens on your 
site so that the public does not miss 
out on the competition.

Before or after their passage, 
allow your riders to follow the 
current rankings. 

PC Speaker
Display Speaker Mode 

CONFIGURATION EXAMPLE

Clips-Pro
Independent software

Output options
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Publish’s structure automatically adapts to 
your needs (live, WebTV, PDF publications) 

and your number of races. 

PUBLISH RATES
Publish works on an annual subscription 

basis.  
Subscribing gives you access to your web 

page. 

WEBTV OPTION
WebTV is an annual subscription feature of 

Vidéo-Equestre-Pro.

CLIPS-PRO
Operates on a subscription basis, then 

invoiced at the end of each month according 
to the number of clips produced.

Z O O M  O N

Publish is a software program that 
allows you to send live information 
about your race over the Internet. 

On your web space, you’ll be able to 
view live races and the PDF documents 
you’ve sent (start list, results, other 
information, etc.). What’s more, Publish 
has the advantage of memorizing the 
races you’ve run. This means you can 
keep a record of your results, which 
can be viewed on subsequent days, 
at committee meetings, family get-
togethers or when checking results with 
friends. Publish is the basis for WebTV 
and clip operation.

 

On the management side, you have an 
administrator’s area that lets you delete 
races, as well as view your web page 
traffic. You can see the number of pages 
viewed, the number of documents, 
clips viewed and downloaded.  
Properly integrating Publish access 
into your website will enable you to 
drive traffic to your site and add value 
to your services. The standard website 
design is included with the subscription. 
If you’d like to customize the site to your 
liking, you can access CSS from your 
administrator area (at no extra cost). 
Please contact a competent person to 
modify your CSS.

Publish
Publish-Equestre-Pro 

Centralize data for the world to 
discover

Une page web est dédiée 
pour votre structure.

All these functions are designed 
to integrate ergonomically into the 

environment: Publish can be viewed 
just as easily on a smartphone as on 

a computer.

Administrator interface: 
track the progress of your races 
with statistics!

Example of a live race

12

Clips-Pro
Independent software

Output options
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F O C U S  O N  T H E  S Y S T E M

Vidéo
Video-Equestre-Pro 

Create live streams, clips & 
animations for up to 7 cameras  

Video-Equestre-Pro is a multi-functional 
software package that replaces a real 
professional video control room.

On the input side, it is capable of : 
> Capture and record up to 7 USB, IP, 
HDMI or SDI cameras.

> Create and generate up to 7 channels 
of video inserts, including images, 
advertising videos, slideshows and 
timing inserts (start list, standings, 
competitor information, etc.).

On the output side, this information can 
be sent to : 
> A giant LED panel with the BlackBox 
over an Ethernet network or HDMI. You 
can display a camera with graphics and 
logos, create a timing scenario in the 
colors of your competition, or display 
only slideshows of advertisements. It’s 
up to you!
 
> Pro Video Clips. The participant is 
filmed during the race with the cameras.

The software takes care of recording the 
participant, adding the programmed 
graphic overlays (logos, time, first-
name-name, ranking, etc.), trimming 
the camera videos and sending the final 
edited video to Publish Equestre-Pro. The 
participant will be able to see his video 
next to his result on the live internet.  
All this handling is done 
AUTOMATICALLY, so no additional 
operator is needed to run the system.  

> WebTV-Pro. This output allows you 
to create a video stream and send it to 
the Internet. The stream can be viewed 
on Publish or on a dedicated web 
page. Automatically, you can film your 
competitions and broadcast the results, 
showing the landscape for example.

TECHNICAL LISTING OF 
Video-Equestre-Pro

- 7 camera inputs to choose from: IP, HDMI, 
SDI, USB. 
- 7 Media options: Fully customizable inlays 
with animations, slideshows, logos, slow-
motion clips. 
- 4 Output options: Blackbox, Clips-Pro, 
WebTV, PC monitor, non Vola giant screen 
(HDMI, SDI, VGA, DVI). 
- Support for chroma keying (green 
background). 
- Support for PIP and CROP (picture-in-
picture, cutting out part of the image). 
- Layer management for mixing inputs to 
outputs. 
- Support for joystick control of Vola 
cameras (PTZ cameras).

With the help of an operator,  
you can move the cameras and 

follow a racing competitor. You then 
take on the role of director of your 

own TV channel.

7 camera 
inputs 
Your choice: 
IP, HDMI, SDI, USB

In the Video Manager interface, 
connect inputs, outputs and media, thanks to 
the virtual cabling system!

Video Control  
Once you’ve wired up your video 
control room, you’ll discover your 
working interface for viewing all 
cameras, media and outputs.

4 outputs 
available

7 media 
usable

14

Clips-Pro
Independent software

Output options
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CONTROL THE ENTIRE DISPLAY SURFACE 

Modules can be juxtaposed to create display panels to suit your 
needs. You’ll benefit from a surface area ranging from 0.5 m2 
to 16 m2 with a 4.8mm pitch and a resolution of 104 x 208 
dots. Compose your own presentation of chronometric data: 
sizes and colors are customizable. 

COMMUNICATE

Display texts, logos and advertisements from your partners. 
Create slideshows that scroll continuously. During your races, 
you can display your timing data. Between races, the panel will 
be a promotional tool.

CROSSING BORDERS

We’ve created the BlackBox for easy video streaming. Pass 
through a private network made up of switches, wifi, Ethernet 
or fiber bridges.

Modules per m2 / Ref. VT9-204

Duo Modules offer / Ref. VT9-202

Package includes : 
- 1 2000 x 500 mm display. 
- BlackBox. 
- Power cable + 10m ethernet cable. 
- Scoreboard-Pro software with USB dongle.

Vidéo Pannels

Video panels
A dream in color, 
pixel-perfect!

From the small 1m x 0.5m panel to the 
large 16m x 9m panel, create a medium 
to suit your needs and budget. Your race 
rankings will be dynamic, and this new 
communication medium will be limited 
only by your imagination. 

Scoreboard

16
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Finish-Pro Video Camera

Stopping time has never been easier
Discover the complete Video Finish-Pro camera set and be at the cutting edge of technology. Stop time at the 
finish line for all competitions requiring finish-line filming.

ALIGNMENT & SHARPNESS = CHILD’S PLAY 

In 2D mode, you see the finish line as you see it. It’s easy to 
superimpose the finish line on the camera’s crosshairs. We’ve 
also integrated live viewing of the Wifi 2D stream on a 
smartphone.

EXTREME LIGHT SENSITIVITY

High frame rates, low light levels and correct 
mobile proportions are difficult to reconcile. 
The Vidéo-Finish-Pro features a video sensor with greatly 
increased sensitivity. We’ve added a film-stretching algorithm 
during recording, which reduces acquisition speed while 
maintaining the right proportion of moving parts.

LIMIT THE VOLUME YOU NEED TO TRANSPORT

We wanted a small camera. There’s no need for you to 

take up too much space - modern technology makes power 

denser. Excluding the Lap-top, a Video-Finish-Pro fits into a 

340x280x120mm case, including 20m of cable.

Video-Finish-Pro 2D / Ref. VT10-12

The pack includes : 
- Camera with f:16mm lens and protective case. 
- Video-Finish-Pro software license (download). 
- Coded dongle. 
- 20m fiber link. 
- Wifi access point. 
- A user manual.

Subscription system

Control your time: flexible subscriptions, simplified management
Constant access to the latest updates, transfer licenses and pay as you go. Enjoy an optimal timing experience 
without administrative hassle.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
CONSTANT ACCESS TO THE LATEST UPDATES

With our subscription system, customers benefit from 
uninterrupted access to the latest patches, additions 
and enhancements to our timing and broadcast 
software. This feature ensures that our customers 
always have the latest and best tools for their timing 
needs.

SIMPLIFIED SUPPORT

Our support process is now streamlined to offer fast 
and efficient assistance to our customers. Our team 
is available to answer any questions or concerns, 
ensuring a smooth, hassle-free experience for our 
subscribers.
 

FLEXIBLE LICENSE

This subscription model allows customers to choose 
a license tailored to their specific needs. You only 
pay for the period you have subscribed to our 
software and for the number of contests you publish, 
offering optimum flexibility and cost-effectiveness. 
The price of access to our suite has been lowered, 
making our technology more accessible than ever. 
This competitive pricing reflects our commitment to 
delivering exceptional value to our customers, while 
giving them a competitive edge in the marketplace.

VOLA BOARD
SUBSCRIPTION TRACKING

From Vola Board, customers can now easily track 
their subscriptions to installed Vola software. 
View subscription details, including end dates, for 
seamless management of your software usage.

LICENSE TRANSFER

The Vola Board platform makes it easy to transfer 
licenses from one account to another. Whether for 
internal reorganization or sharing licenses between 
users, you have total control over your license 
management.

 
ACCESS TO DIFFERENT SOFTWARE VERSIONS

The B2T platform makes it easy to transfer 
licenses between your protection keys. 
If you work with several timekeepers, you can restrict 
their access to VOLA Board and manage their 
licenses and payments from your web interface. 
This gives you total control over your license 
management.

For more information on the subscription 
system, visit our knowledge base on the 
vola.fr website in the Timing section.



CABLE TIPS

Cables are central to any installation. 
They enable the various devices to be 
connected to each other in a sound manner. 
Whether serial, Ethernet, power or banana cables:  
- Their condition must be checked regularly,  
- They must be stored correctly: untangled, in 
a dry place and preferably in the open air, 
- They must not be bent excessively: bending 
a cable beyond its maximum bending 
radius irreversibly damages the cable, 
- Cables become more fragile in the cold. Be 
careful when handling them. 
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French Riding Federation 
French Equestrian Society 
SHF Video 
International Equestrian Federation

SUPER-USEFUL LINKS

IMPORTS / EXPORTS
THE KNOWLEDGE  
KNOWLEDGE BASE

https://www.ffe.com
https://www.shf.eu
https://shf-video.com
https://www.fei.org

Import your competitors and their points, then 
export the results for homologation. Equestre-Pro 
supports the following formats:

Log on to vola.fr, Timing section, and click on 
«Knowledge Base». Discover a wide range of 
articles on software and hardware. 
From learning to perfecting, this knowledge 
base is designed to provide you with the keys 
to success.
 
Can’t find an item matching your search? 
Send an e-mail to vola@vola.fr and we’ll 
get back to you as soon as possible! 
Stay tuned :)

TRAINING

Like all sports, you have to train to progress. 
You have to get involved and immerse 
yourself in the equipment to learn how to 
handle it. It’s not something you’re born with. 
As you use the equipment, you’ll quickly gain 
experience and improve your performance. But 
don’t lose your touch in the off-season - stay 
connected and active!

Import Export 
XML

FEI yes yes

FFE yes yes

SIF yes yes

BATTERIES

Timing devices can be powered by 
batteries or rechargeable batteries.  
The management of these devices is different. 

FOR BATTERIES :
- Batteries must be checked before timing. 
- Always have spare batteries available. 
- If the device is not to be used for a long period, 
remove the batteries before storing.  
- Batteries must be fully charged before timing. 
- The device must never be stored with 
discharged batteries. 
- If the device is not to be used for a long period 
(e.g. summer season), charge the batteries before 
storing the device. 
- It is advisable to charge the batteries every 4 
months if the device is not in use.

20

TIPS & TRICKS
CUSTOMER SERVICE

VERSION NUMBERS

A DONGLE,  
WHAT IS IT?

SOFTWARE 
CONFIGURATIONS

RECOMMENDATIONS  
PRODUCTS

The dongle looks like a USB key, but... no, it’s not! 
The dongle is a software security device. 
It contains the license key for your software, 
enabling you to use it. The dongle can be 
interchanged on another computer (which is 
correctly configured), if you encounter a problem 
with your main computer. It will then unlock the 
software on the spare computer.

Layout configurations and scenarios can be saved 
and restored in our software.
Once you’ve completed your customizations, 
save them on an independent medium (USB key, 
hard disk, e-mail). In this way, you can be sure 
of finding your work in the event of breakage 
on the timing PC or character generator. 

All our products have been tested 
and approved by the Vola team.  
These are professional products 
adapted to your needs and constraints.  
Our advanced knowledge of these products 
enables us to keep a close eye on your installations, 
so we can advise and troubleshoot as effectively 
as possible.

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

NOS OPTIONS 
« ULTRA-CONSEILLÉES » 

THE MANUAL CONTACTOR
The manual contactor will be useful for the jury 
to manage time stops and restarts during events. 
For timing convenience, we recommend that you 
wire the hand switch to the stopwatch and give it 
to the jury next to you.

MANUAL CONTACTOR DOUBLING BOX
Timing impulses are generally transmitted by 
radio. In the event of interference, these impulses 
may not reach the stopwatch. The doubling box 
allows you to apply a manual impulse in the event 
of a problem. It can be connected to the Timy via 
the multi-spindle socket.

IT SECURITY
The often hostile environment of competition 
stadiums does not always guarantee 
electrical stability. Chrono booths must 
therefore be equipped with inverters.  
As video generators are extremely demanding 
in terms of power supply, inverters are highly 
recommended to avoid any unpleasant surprises. 
This option is available for future installations.

A problem, a repair?

Download  
the after-sales service form using 

the QR Code below  
or go to 

http://www.vola.fr/en/timing/
catalogue

For example, you can save : 
- Your display panel layout, 
- Your edit sheet layout, 
- Your specific category table.
Think about it before it’s too late.
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TIMING EQUIPMENT

Product list / June 2024

SOFTWARE & HARDWARE VOLA

Vola now offers a new subscription-based billing system. 
The new system can be adapted to meet the needs of as many customers as possible, 
and works as follows: 
- 1 month 
- 6 months 
- 12 months 
- monthly or prepaid.
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Msports-Pro

MSport-Pro is a multi-functional 
timing software that allows you to 
time different race formats without 

being tied to any regulations. 
linked to any regulations.

SkiAlp-Pro - SkiNordic-Pro

Winter» software allows you to time 
and broadcast live all Alpine & Nordic 
ski, snowboard, telemark and speed ski 

races.

Scoreboard-Pro

Scoreboard-Pro is an easy-to-use 
software package for sending timing 
information, text and video to LED 

display panels.

Circuit-Pro

Circuit-Pro is professional timing 
software developed for circuit racing 

and lap-by-lap racing. 

Others
S O F T W A R E

24

Suites
Creation of the 
company  
Soft Control 
develops its own 
timing software. 
The company works 
closely with Vola to 
develop software that 
facilitates snow tests.

Vola takes over Soft 
Control’s timing 
business. The two 
divisions, SPORT and 
TIMING, share the 
same entity.  
New software is 
developed to meet 
strong demand.  
Vola expands into 
other sectors such as 
automotive, equestrian 
and cycling.

Faced with the rise of 
Live Streaming and 
digital in the broadest 
sense, Vola decided 
to extend its skills and 
move into video.  
Software for live 
broadcasting and 
video clip creation is 
born.

Vola software is used 
all over the world and 
in a wide range of 
sports: motor racing 
(circuit racing and 
rallying), karting, 
horse-riding, winter 
sports and even 
robotics and camel 
racing! 
The Timing Division is 
a team of enthusiasts, 
always on the lookout 
for new challenges.

Vola now offers a new 
subscription billing 
system. 
The system can be 
adapted to suit a wide 
range of customers, 
and operates as 
follows: 1 month, 6 
months or 12 months, 
monthly or prepaid.
     

A History of Software...

1985 2003 2012 2020 2024



37, avenue de Saint-Martin / 74190 PASSY / FRANCE
 +33 (0)4 50 47 57 20   vola.fr

@volaracing_timing

sales@vola-racing.ch / vola@vola.fr  

Terms of payment 
Payment with order by credit card, bank transfer,  
by check or 30-day LCR issued by VOLA.

Guarantee 
The equipment is guaranteed for two years from the date of invoice.  
The warranty is void in the event of abnormal use of the device. 

Repair 
After-sales service is provided after validation of the estimate and receipt of 
payment. 
Repair time is about 3 weeks.

Shipping costs  
In addition, according to the weight and volume of the order.

All VOLA general terms and conditions of sale are written on the back of the 
invoice. In the event of litigation or dispute, the courts of Bonneville, Haute-
Savoie - France shall have sole jurisdiction.

NB Prices are subject to revision during the current year. 
         Prices do not include taxes, packing and transport costs.

CONDIT IONS OF SALE  PRICES IN EUROS EXCLUDING TAX 


